Name of the Tool

Fotosearch

Home Page

Logo

URL

http://www.fotosearch.com/

Subject

Photograph collections
Images, Photographic

Accessibility

Free

Language

Multilingual

Publisher

Publitek, Inc

Brief History

Fotosearch grew out of Publishing Perfection, founded in 1987, when electronic
publishing was in its infancy. From the beginning the company targeted graphics and
multimedia professionals through its monthly catalogue. The company specialized in
providing the assistance required for buying graphics tools such as laser printers and

image scanners. In addition to hardware and software the company began to offer
high quality stock images in the early 1990s.
In 1996 Publishing Perfection launched a website offering an online catalogue,
expanded product information and special discounts. In 1998 the company
introduced the Fotosearch website where customers could search multiple stock
photography publishers at a single site.

Scope and Coverage

Fotosearch covered Photographs, Illustrations, Clip Art, Stock Footages etc.
All the image types available here are –

Kind of Information

Fotosearch is a provider of royalty free and rights managed stock photography,
illustrations, maps, video, and audio. They bring together many different stock
agencies to provide the World's Stock Photography at One Web Site. The products
on Fotosearch can be licensed and easily downloaded for use in advertisements,
promotional materials, websites, etc. When users purchase a license to use an image,
video clip, or audio clip, they do so based on the license agreement of the publisher
of that particular content. The license agreement will be presented to the users before
purchase confirmation.
Fotosearch is one of the world’s largest distributors of stock photography. They also
added the Digital Stock brand of discs to their lineup, which was subsequently
absorbed by Corbis to become the core of their royalty-free offering. In 1998 they
introduced the Fotosearch website, bringing together the multiple image publishers
from their catalog to one searchable web site. Fotosearch features an extensive
library of rights-managed and royalty-free photography, illustrations, video footage,
and audio from more than 90 publishers located all around the world. Fotosearch
continues to lead the stock photography industry. With innovative web site features
and outstanding personal service they are dedicated to meeting their customers’
needs and making it easy for graphic designers to Find the Perfect Photo Fast.

Special Features
 The core feature of the site is its search feature which allows users to access its
database of over 15 million images.

 Visitors can search any of these types of images from the basic search bar -

 Visitors can skip from previous page to next page by using this skip bar

Arrangement Pattern

All the images are arranged under four category, these are –

Under these categories some sub categories are also available and these are arranged
alphabetically, As for example –

Remarks

Fotosearch is one of the best online site for stock photos, digital illustrations and
artwork, map clipart, picture clip art, and stock footage clips.

Comparable Tools

 Picsearch ( http://www.picsearch.com/)

Date of Access

March 20, 2017

